
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving 
Difficulty: Moderate

Continental Football Club, Coatesville, United States of
America

Individual-Adult Member

Passing & decision making

1) Players A start by passing to players B then they follow their
pass
2) Players B receive with their back foot opening up their body to
receive after they have checked their shoulders to confirm that they
can turn
3) Players B pass to Players C, focus on quick passing, receive
and pass in the shortest amount of steps and time as possible
4) Players C pass to Players D who turn and dribble to the back of
the starting line. Please note that the movement of each player is
in a figure 8, rotating through the double diamond
Progression 1 - Player A passes to B who sets back for A then A
plays through to B (give and Go)
Progression 2 - Player A passes to Player B who sets back then
spins to support Player C, Player C gestures for the diagonal pass
from player A, Player A hits long to Player C who sets back to
player B, Player B plays ball back through to Player C.
Note - Always have the central player turn and dribble rather than
pass. Additionally, please note that you can place two players at
least on every cone and 4 players can gather in the middle.

Double Diamond 1 (15 mins)

Area = 15 x 20 (with a 8x8 in the middle)
Description
1) The whites play possession in the 8x8 yard area against one
black defender (A). If the defender (A) wins the ball or the whites
make a stray pass that goes outside of the 8x8 area then the
whites now take possession of the ball and the whites must
defend making a 5v3 (or a 6v3 depending on what number of
players you have).
2) The blacks must keep possession using the central black
player (A) as a central connector. Only when the whites win the ball
back are they allowed to take the ball back to their 8x8 area. At that
time a NEW black defender must enter the 8x8 area AFTER the
player has circled around the closest cone. Then the game begins
again with the central group of three players keeping the ball
against one defender.
NOTE - Sometimes the group of three are very good and keep the
ball for a long time, so to make it more challenging make the white
team play with only 1-touch after they successfuly make 6 passes.
C= Coach who must try to keep balls coming in quickly
Change the three reds after about 3-4 minutes.
If you have 16-18 players then make two areas and go either 5v3 or 6v3 depending on the size of your squad.

5v3 Central box 3v1 (25 mins)

Set Up -
8V8 for U12 - U18
6v6 nothing bigger for U12 and below
Instruction -
Players are now in a free game of soccer. Apply conditions if
required but play to the actual rules of the game for the majority of
the time allocated.
Pogression:
Limit players to two OR Three touches
Coaching Points -
Emphasize the theme of the day before the scrimmage starts. Try
to use natural stoppages in the game to coach. However if the
scrimmage is not getting the desired learning moments use the
stop / create mentod.

8v8 Game (30 mins)
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